ELFF is an automated overhead line design software tool. Based in an
AutoCAD environment it can be adjustable to almost any OLE project. ELFF
can handle a vast variety of challenges from high-output plain line design
up to the most complex multi-track station areas and tunnel equipment

COLLABORATION

HOW IT WORKS

Electrification System
Parameters to interface
with any project

CONCEPT DESIGN

ELFF is BIM enabled with
full project information
integration
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DETAIL DESIGN

Much of design is automated,
leaving the designer to
concentrate on engineering
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ANALYSIS

Parameters can be altered
during the design process with
impact displayed instantly or
reviewed in 3d fly-through
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DOCUMENTATION

Layout, Cross sections and
quantities of materials are all
outputted automatically from
the model

OUTPUT
PROJECT DATA

ELFF WORKSPACE

+

3D ELFF MODELS

SCREEN 1

SCREEN 2

User works directly into a 3D model
environment. Progress instantly displayed

Related information displayed screen 2;
layouts, sections, tables, bills of materials

Models and fly-through animations

+ TRACK INFO

+

LAYOUT PLANS
CAD/PDF data

CAD data

+ TOPOGRAPHIC MODELS

Automated
outputs derived
from the
3D ELFF
model

CAD data

+ LIDAR INFO
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CROSS SECTION
DRAWINGS
CAD/PDF data
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BILL OF MATERIALS
Spreadsheets

+

DROPPER TABLES

BENEFITS OF ELFF

+ POINT CLOUD SURVEYS
Laser scans of landscape,
infrastructure and other
complex areas undertaken
with LIADR or drones

INTERFACE
Designer focused and AutoCAD based, ELFF is
familiar and easy to pick up for those already
AutoCAD users. It develops new engineers and
draughtsmen getting them up to OLE design
speed much quicker. This allows inexperienced
members of the team to work more
independently

FEEDBACK LOOP

Spreadsheets

+ Time and budget efficiencies from
streamlined design which is approximately
two thirds of conventional OLE planning
+ ELFF interfaces with various softwares
at input and output stages
+ Adjustable to almost any OLE project
+ ELFF produces an element of structural
calculations for masts and conductors
automatically
+ 3D ELFF supports stage-work
design and phasing of complex
deconstruction and
installation

USER
FEEDBACK

User
Feedback
from designers,
installers and
maintainers

infographic: Paul Weston | www.paulweston.info

COMMON DATA ENVIRONMENT

+ DESIGN BORDERS
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COMMON DATA ENVIRONMENT

INPUT
PROJECT DATA

DESIGN PROCESS

Continuous improvement cycle
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Find out more... GB@furrerfrey.ch | www.furrerfrey.ch

